
In with the Insects

Find the beetles. Beetles have been pollinating flowering plants for around 150 
million years! Well before bees and butterflies. They eat parts of  the plant and 
flower and carry pollen with them as they move from flower to flower.

They move through the forest collecting 
leaves, but they don’t eat them. Instead, 
they can be seen in long lines carrying them 
underground to their fungus farms. 

The fungus grows on the collected 
leaves and the ants eat the 

fungus.

Draw a line of  ants 
taking leaves to their 
fungus below-ground.

Find the cinnabar moth and its 
caterpillar.

The caterpillar has a striking yellow and 
black colour pattern to warns predators 
not to eat it.

The caterpillar feeds on the plant ragwort, 
which contains chemicals that can be toxic 
to other animals.
Thanks to these chemicals, the caterpillar 
doesn’t taste very nice to birds.

Flowering plants often need the help of  animals to share pollen to create seeds. 
Insects are very good at this and carry pollen from one flower to another as 
they eat.

Leafcutter ants live in tropical habitats.

Ants...friend or foe?

They can eat many larvae very quickly which is 
useful, as adult ants are very aggressive towards 
predators. Find the worm-snakes in the reptile case.

Beetles

Draw a 
beetle in the 

flower

Complete 
the patterns 

of  the moth and 
caterpillar

Butterflies travel 
from flower to flower 

in search of  sugary nectar. 
There’s lots of  butterflies to be 

found in the museum. 

Draw your favourite 
here

Moths

Butterflies

Snakes

Scolecophidia, or 
worm-snakes, are a group 

of  small snakes that live most of  
their lives underground.

They find their food underground 
too. Not nectar, but ant 

larvae!



Did you find all of  the animals in the trail? Tell us about your visit today in the space below.

Tear off and hand your answer in to the reception desk to get a sticker!

The Indian flying fox will feed on the flowers of  the mango 
tree, helping the plant to produce the tasty mango fruits. 
Over 500 plants rely on bats to pollinate their flowers.

Find the lemurs with the other primates. 

Not all pollinators are insects. Search the museum for some unexpected, yet ‘blossoming’ 
relationships.

The honey possum, or noolbenger, relies entirely on nectar and 
pollen and can eat their own body weight in nectar each day.

Find the geckos in the 
reptile case.

Draw this 
gecko a flower to 

feed from

Give the 
honey possum 

some eyes and other 
details

Head to the lower gallery and find the polar bear skeleton, look up and 
you’ll see our next nectar-eating animal.

The ornate day gecko is a nectar-eating reptile 
that pollinates the colourful flowers it feeds 
from.
Like many other reptiles, they also eat insects 
and fruit.

Fill in the 
lemur’s fur 

pattern

The ruffed lemur is the world’s 
largest pollinator and can eat from 
up to 130 different flowers.

Find the bats in the 
museum to find the flying 

fox or fruit bats.

Draw the bat’s details, paying 
attention to its wings

Geckos

Marsupials

Lemurs

Bats


